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New & Older



blue manatee press was founded with a mission to create meaningful,
enduring books that bring grownups and children together. Led by a 
pediatrician, our expert team employs sound developmental principles 
and innovative materials, based from an award-winning children’s 
bookstore in business for over 20 years. We are proud to bring you:

Baby Unplugged™ an award-winning series celebrating “old-school,” 
screen-free childhood experiences and icons, healthy and educational as 
a natural byproduct of a child’s innate desire to play and connect.

Toast to Baby™ an award-winning, fun series presenting basic concepts 
such as feelings through the vibrant media of kiln-formed glass.

Cheer Up, Monster!™ Monster is sad. How to cheer him up? A new 
series celebrating individuality and empathy, featuring funny, hand-felted 
characters and objects. 

Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug a sweet, rhythmic bedtime story through 
the eyes of a baby, conveying safe sleep principles. 100% of net proceeds 
benefit Charlie’s Kids Foundation, dedicated to SIDS prevention.

Tito’s Inferno a descent for older readers into the surreal world of big box
retailing that would set Dante’s jaw agape.

Orange, Triangle, Fox Colors. Shapes. Critters!  Three concepts in one 
make learning fun!  The first in a fun new concept book series (the second 
involves bunnies) from rising star Sarah Jones. 

And more to come! We look forward to reading with you!

Welcome to blue manatee press!   
 
Dear advocates for children, books, and their intersection:

It is my pleasure as a bookseller and father to share with you our 
blue manatee press catalog. From inception to expanded distribution, 
this has been an amazing, rewarding process.  That said, I know first-
hand how challenging the book business is.  And so, when compiling 
our list, we adhere to these core principles:

Quality:
We strive for integrity and quality in all aspects of our work. Our crea-
tive team has a discerning eye, refined by expertise in children’s books, 
child development, and fine art.  We print exclusively in the USA using 
best processes and materials.

Market:
Our books are “road tested” at our home base, a community-focused inde-
pendent bookstore. We specialize in original, innovative board books for 
babies and young children, our core demographic.

Mission:
We are dedicated to nurturing a landscape of childhood rich in multi-
sensorial experience and imagination. We invite families to spend time 
together reading and exploring the world around them, with learn-
ing a natural byproduct of this process. 

Regarding this last point:
blue manatee press and our flagship Baby Unplugged™ series evolved 
from research into the increasing health consequences of the dramatic 
changes in childhood fueled by screen-based media. This catalog addresses 
a critical need: developmentally robust children’s books reassuring fami-
lies that “old-school” is not only a fond memory, but ideal. And fun! 

We hope that you will join us.  Thank you for all that you do.

Sincerely,
Dr. John S. Hutton, MD – founder

blue manatee: humanity 
a press with purpose. 



Baby Unplugged™  
In tune with tots.

Curriculum? Imagination. Batteries? Nope. Senses? All.
Learning? Lots. Old school? Absolutely – let’s play! (and read...
and sleep...)

Designed by a pediatrician, Baby Unplugged™ celebrates childhood experi-
ences and icons, rooted in how developing brains work. Kids need and learn 
best through real experiences, real people, and exploring the real world—
simple joys these provide. Technology can wait. Unplug, tune in, and have fun!
 
 

“These books work on so many levels, with poetry to hear, pictures to talk 
about, and a powerful message. They give children just the sort of delightful 
and mind-expanding experiences they need, while leading parents to see the 
child’s world through a creative and joyful lens. Wonderful medicine for an 
overly electronic age!”

—Dr. Robert Needlman, MD 
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, revising co-author of Dr. Spock’s 
Baby and Child Care, and co-founder, Reach Out and Read.

“Simple isn’t always easy to pull off; to stand the test of time, a board book 
needs to have a straightforward message, wide appeal, and entertaining 
pictures that are fun to look at over and over again. Luckily, John Hutton 
and Andrea Kang’s board book Pets fits the bill…” 

—ForeWord Reviews
 

Selling points:
     •Resonates with grownups recalling “unplugged” childhoods. 
     •Reassuring: It’s OK for anxious parents to slow down and enjoy everyday experiences.
     •Promotes critical “old-school” skills, at-risk in our high-tech age.
     •Educational: as a natural byproduct of a child’s desire to play and connect.
     •Credible: author is a pediatrician, illustrator has a degree in art education.
     •Accessible: diverse ethnicity/gender, familiar landscapes, everyday objects.

 

About the author: Dr. John Hutton is a practicing pediatrician and owner of the award-winning 
blue manatee children’s bookstore and affiliate, blue manatee boxes. His clinical and research 
focus is the effect of electronic media on young children, and reading and play as healthy alter-
natives. His supporting blog is www.BabyUnplugged.com.

About the illustrator: Andrea Kang is a toy designer and illustrator with degrees in fine art and 
art education from the Rhode Island School of Design. Her website is www.AndreaKang.com.

Water

Blocks 

“Some love sticks, some love rocks—
I love to play with blocks!” A celebra-
tion of blocks and their many forms: 
big, small, alphabet, colorful, plain.  
Whether stacking or sorting, ponder-
ing or playing, fun and invention 
abound! 

“Drop from clouds. Drip from sink. 
Water to play. Water to drink.” Water 
and its life-sustaining magic are joy-
fully presented in this book for babies 
and toddlers: from puddles to pools, 
rivers to tubs, inspiration for the next 
generation of swimmers, sailors, and 
biologists.

Target Age: 0–3 years
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-13-4

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-20-2

New!

Baby Unplugged™ 

By Dr. John Hutton
Illustrated by Andrea Kang

9 781936 669202

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-20-2

$7.99



Beach

Ball 

“BIG ball. baby ball. Round ball.  
Maybe ball?” A celebration of the ball  
in its 3-dimensional glory—from 
acorns to planets to the kind you kick  
and throw. Whether pondering or 
playing, fun and adventure abound!

“So many different ways to reach, a 
sunny place to play—the beach!” 
A celebration of the sandy, salty, wet, 
and wonderful place we cherish.  
Sure to inspire the next generation  
of sandcastle architects, marine biolo-
gists, and singer-songwriters.

Target Age: 0–3 years
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN 978-1-936669-05-9

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN 978-1-936669-07-3

Baby Unplugged™ 

Baby Unplugged™ 

“Dino blanket. Cave blanket. George 
blanket. Abe blanket.” A celebration of 
beloved blankets through the ages and 
their many uses, in snuggly, cuddly, 
lost, found, and oft-stinky glory.  Sure 
to inspire superhero day-saving, tea 
partying, and lots of serene gazing out 
of the window.

“Sunshine helps grow a flower.  
Books bloom with people power!” 
A celebration of books: turning pages, 
discovering letters, words, friends, 
places and imagination. Whether
it’s adventure time, story time, or 
bedtime, sure to inspire togetherness 
and the next generation of readers 
and wordsmiths.

Baby Unplugged™ 

Book

Blanket

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-00-4

Target Age: 0–3 years  
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-06-6

Baby Unplugged™ 



“Birthday present. New shoes. Boxes!  
So fun to choose.” No matter the gift, 
it’s what kids want to play with. A 
celebration of the endless possibility 
they discover in this unplugged classic. 
Sure to inspire the next generation 
of architects, artists, scientists, and 
reduce-reuse-recyclers.

“Touch pets. Feel pets. The best are 
real pets!” A celebration of pets—the 
real kind to love and care for, and that 
love you back, no batteries or logins 
required. Whether big, small, furry, 
feathery, creepy, or crawly, sure to in-
spire giggly, snuggly memories for the 
next generation of animal lovers.

Baby Unplugged™ 

Pets

Box

Target Age: 0–3 years  
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-08-0

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-02-8

Baby Unplugged™ 

Baby Unplugged™ Counter Display

“Fresh air. Birds sing. Puffy clouds.  
Butterfly wings.” A celebration of that 
wild, wonderful childhood ecosystem 
we call the yard (or is it a biome?). 
Whether turning pages or turning 
over rocks, sure to inspire the  
next generation of naturalists and 
explorers.

Baby Unplugged™ 3x5 = 15-copy tiered counter display. FREE with order  
of at least 5 copies of 3 different Baby Unplugged™ titles. Supplies limited.
Please email press@bluemanateebooks.com to request, or for other promo-
tional materials. 

Yard

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-01-1

White corrugated cardboard 
Base: 11x6x8”, Header: 5x6”
Some assembly inspired! 

Example display shown here—actual fill depends on titles ordered.

Baby Unplugged™ 



There are lots of ways to make a 
friend. What better way than by 
making toast?  
 
Bright, beautiful, and delicious board 
books created via the fun-fortified 
media of kilnformed glass. You’ll want 
more than a bite!  

Toast to Baby™

Selling points: 
     •Broad appeal: families, educators, fine art lovers. Babies to preschool.
     •Unique: glass is ideal to convey light, color, and texture.
     •Educational: basic concepts in a fun, interactive way, inspiring hands-on play.    
     •Credible: author is a former teacher with a Masters in early childhood education.
     •Warm: toast is a comforting image, noun or verb.
     •Humor: what’s funnier than toast faces?
 

About the Artists: Sandra Gross and Leah Busch have worked together for over 16 years as 
artists, teachers, and friends. Together they created Brazee Street Studios, an award-winning 
glass resource center, where they collaborate in projects ranging from fine art installations 
to introducing young children to the wonderful properties of glass. They regularly work with 
children in schools, workshops, and community events.  

Sandra has an MFA in Fine Art from Miami University as well as an M.Ed. in early childhood 
education from Xavier University. Her website is www.SandraGross.net.

Leah has an MFA in Fine Art from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Her website is
www.LeahBusch.com.

All images are made using Bullseye glass at Brazee Street Studios in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

“Bright and colorful images of kiln-formed glass that look good enough to 
eat introduce basic concepts in a fun and creative way. So yummy, young 
readers will want to make their own!”

“Books, art, children, kiln-fired glass, and the amazing team of artists and 
educators from Brazee Studios & blue manatee. It’s a recipe like none  
I’ve ever seen for cooking up creativity in kids. A Toast to their remarkable 
vision!” —Lani McGregor
Director, Bullseye Gallery / Partner, Bullseye Glass Co.

Toast to Family

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-18-9

“Father Toast, Mother Toast. Sis-
ter Toast, Brother Toast.” A family 
reunion (including pets) via vibrant 
images of kiln-formed glass that look 
good enough to eat. Young readers will 
love the bold, funny faces and learn 
about families. Perfect for Mother’s 
Day, Father’s Day, baby showers, and 
all toasty occasions!

New!

9 781936 669189

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-18-9

$7.99



Toast to Feelings 

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-17-2

“Happy Toast, Sad Toast, Sweet Toast, 
Mad Toast...”  From the award-winning 
Toast to Baby™ series, vibrant images 
of kiln-formed glass that look good 
enough to eat convey feelings in an fun 
new way.  Young readers will love the 
bold, funny faces, relating to the deli-  

           cious emotions they convey.  Yummy!

 
 

9 781936 669172

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-17-2

$7.99

Toast to Counting

Bright, colorful images of kiln-formed 
glass that look good enough to eat in-
troduce sequencing and counting in an 
innovative and whimsical way.  Word-
less until the final spread, “one new 
friend” is formed one element at a time 
with favorite toppings. Babies will love 
the pictures, and older children the 
concepts therein.  Breakfast was never 
so beautiful—or fun!

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-09-7

Make 1 new friend!

Toast To Baby™ Counter Display
Toast to display! Boost sales of Toast to Baby™ by featuring books with a 
REAL toaster (vintage pop-up recommended). 

“Toast to Counting is a happy and deliciously clever little board book that 
introduces babies to counting, cooking and friendship all at the same time. 
The toast, eggs, butter and jelly in the photographs are made of glass and 
have a tactile appeal.” 
 —Karen Young, My Daily Find, San Fernando, CA

Send us a photo of 
your toaster display 
and we’ll post it on 
our website!



Cheer Up, Monster!

Target Age: 0–3 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-15-8

“Monster is sad. I wonder what will 
cheer him up?  Does he want a carrot? 
A box?  His blanket?  Or something 
even more special?  Find out in this 
simple, fun story, told through real 
photographs of hand-felted objects.  
First in a fun new series, perfect to
cheer up little monsters and their 
grownups! 

About the Artist: Kelli Gleiner is a fiber artist and art educator from Cincinnati, Ohio. When not 
felting or entertaining little monsters at blue manatee children’s bookstore, she’s sharing good 
cheer with her young son.

Design and photography by Pixel Parlor, Philadelphia, PA. 

9 781936 669158

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-15-8

$7.99

Sleep Baby,
Safe and Snug

Target Age: 0–1 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-16-5

“Tummy full, story read, Yawn, 
stretch, time for bed...Now one more 
kiss and one more hug, I drift to sleep, 
safe and snug.” A classic bedtime ritual 
experienced through a baby’s eyes, 
conveying safe sleep practices in a 
gentle, rhythmic way.  A perfect gift
for new families.

               Created for Charlie’s Kids Foundation, whose mission is educating   
                                   families about SIDS prevention. For more info, visit CharliesKids.org

About the Author: Dr. John Hutton is a practicing pediatrician and author of the award-winning 
Baby Unplugged series and supporting blog. 

About the Illustrator: Leah Busch is an artist from Cincinnati, OH, and co-creator of the award-
winning Toast to Baby series.  She holds an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

9 781936 66916 5

50799 >
ISBN 978-1-936669-16-5

$7.99

“What a wonderful book! Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug by pediatrician Dr. John Hutton and 
Leah Busch, in collaboration with Charlie’s Kids Foundation, works on so many levels. 
Like other bedtime classics, it is a sweet, rhythmic story perfect for sharing. On a deeper 
level, it conveys safe sleep practices in a creative way. Overall, this is an exemplary, in-
spired new advocacy tool for SIDS prevention, and would make an ideal gift for parents 
as well as a powerful adjunct for pediatricians and providers. I strongly recommend it!” 

—Rachel Y. Moon, MD Professor of Pediatrics and Associate Chief, Division of General 
Pediatrics and Community Health, Children’s National Medical Center



Orange Triangle Fox

Target Age: 1–4 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-21-9

“Colors. Shapes. Critters! Inspire bed-
time or story time, with this fun and 
educational concept book. Watch color-
ful native forest animals including red 
square owl and yellow star frog take 
shape, teaching three basic concepts 
simultaneously. Rich, sweet watercolor 
illustrations are a delight for sharing 
over and over again.

New!

About the Author/Illustrator: Sarah Jones is an artist, educator and storyteller from Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Whether rocking musical story time or painting creative critters in her studio, Sarah loves to 
spread joy through art. Sarah holds an MFA from the University of Cincinnati. 

9 781936 669219

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-21-9

$7.99

“In this triple threat (at least as far as concept books go), Cincinnati-based 
author/artist Jones makes a strong debut as she explores seven colors, 
shapes, and animals...Jones’s clever portraits ooze personality, and will 
appeal to children and book-buying adults alike.” 

—*Publisher’s Weekly (starred review)

Target Age: 1–4 years 
Format: board, 5.625 x 5.625 in., 14 pages
Price: US $7.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-22-6 

“1 bunny near. 2 bunnies far. 3 bun-
nies take a walk. 4 in a car…” Bunnies 
Near and Far introduces multiple basic 
concepts (here opposites and counting 
1–10) simultaneously in a fun, funny 
story. Rich watercolors render bunnies 
in a fluffy, enticing way, sure to appeal 
to young readers.

New!

About the Author/Illustrator: Sarah Jones is an artist, educator and storyteller from Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Whether rocking musical story time or painting creative critters in her studio, Sarah loves to 
spread joy through art. Sarah holds an MFA from the University of Cincinnati. 

9 781936 669226

50799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-22-6

$7.99

“Miss Sarah is a rock star, and my children love her!” 
 —A Devoted ManaTots Parent

Bunnies Near
and Far



Target age: advanced middle grade-up
Format: trade paperback, 6x9 inches, 238 pages.
Price: US $9.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-03-5

Tito’s Inferno
Descent Into TitanMart

“I’m trapped in TitanMart. A lot  
of kids are, and even more adults… 
The Manager and his clerks never 
sleep. There are tons of traps… 
Please come to TitanMart tonight.  
Adults won’t believe you so don’t  
waste time with them…” 
 
A dystopic allegory of Dante’s Inferno, 
set in a small town big box store. Eleven-
year-old Tito Skaggs thinks he’s on just 
another lame summer car trip to Nature 
World™.  A detour to polluted Sanguine 
Lake proves him wrong, as his parents 
are swept away by its newest tenant: 

TitanMart. Guided by a mysterious red haired girl and a polite yet hulking fig-
ment—his Virgil—concocted in a hotel bathroom, he must rescue them, brav-
ing aisles packed with traps, henchmen clerks, and the wicked Gourdon, all 
doing the bidding of The Manager in a plot larger and more evil than he could 
have imagined.

For Older Readers

“With some especially memorable lines and plenty of humor, as well as a deep 
message, Tito’s inferno is a book that is truly perfect for all ages.”
 —J.R., age 14 

“…a smart fun read.”
 —Kirkus Reviews.

About the Author: Dr. John S. Hutton is a pediatrician and chil-
dren’s bookstore owner. He is the creator of the Baby Unplugged™ 
board book series and blog, BabyUnplugged.com. He has won 
awards for his work and attended writing workshops in Iowa City 
and Squaw Valley, CA. A veteran of many summer car trips, he lives 
with his family in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Your Red Shoes

Target Age: 2–8 years 
Format: hardcover, 9 x 10 in., 40 pages
Price: US $17.99 
ISBN: 978-1-936669-19-6

“I tied your red shoes for you today.
Where will you go in them?
How many steps will you take?”
From wobbly first steps, to explor-
ing the yard, playing in the park, and 
the day when that first pair of shoes 
no longer fits, this lyrical story pays 
tribute to the simple joys of growing 
up.  Dreamy watercolors and rhythmic 
text evoke nostalgic memories of the 
fleeting, magical journey uniting par-

ent and child - was it yesterday or long ago? - on a path promising adven-
ture, independence, and unconditional, enduring love.

New!

About the Author: Dr. John S. Hutton is a pediatrician, children’s bookstore owner, and author 
of the award-winning Baby Unplugged children’s book series. Inspired by his own children, his 
research and advocacy focus is promoting healthy development and parent-child engagement 
through reading and play. He lives with his family in Cincinnati, OH, where the original red 
shoes (and other pairs that followed in their tracks) had many wonderful adventures.

About the Illustrator: Leah Busch is an artist from Cincinnati, OH. She has won numerous 
awards for her work, including for her Toast to Baby children’s book series, taught both children 
and grownups, and holds an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Other illustra-
tion credits include the best-selling Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug with Dr. John Hutton.  Her favor-
ite pair of shoes growing up were a red pair of Keds. 

9 781936 669196

51799>
ISBN 978-1-936669-19-6

$17.99



For more information about blue manatee press, marketing/publicity, 
or to request author appearances, please contact:  
 

 
 

Ordering information: blue manatee press is exclusively distributed 
by Independent Publishers Group whose usual terms, returns policy, 
and conditions apply.

blue manatee press
3054 Madison Road

Cincinnati, OH 45209

t: 513-731-2665

f: 513-731-2667 

www.bluemanateepress.com 

press@bluemanateebooks.com

All information presented here is accurate at the time of publication,  
though may change at any time without notice.

“Baby Unplugged is a movement that adds to our wish to advance the best 
possible development for all children 0-3 and expands into preschool and 
early reader/word development skills. The patterns and concepts explored 
are more than just another board book, and purposefully present topics and 
skill sets for this developmental level. I highly recommend them to parents, 
caregivers and child-lovers in general!”

—Dr. Joe Leanza MD, MHS, FAAP, Springdale-Mason Pediatrics

 
“I love, love, love these books! My 2 and 3 year old friends devoured them, 
wanting them read over and over again. The opportunities for oral language 
practice and conversation from the books was wonderful. I loved the diver-
sity represented in the characters and again allowed the young children the 
opportunity to relate to them.”

—Jennifer Aquino, M.Ed., early childhood educator and Lower School Head, 
Cincinnati Country Day School

All blue manatee press titles are printed in the USA.

Independent Publishers Group
Order Department
814 North Franklin Street
Chicago, IL 60610
CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 888-IPG1 (4741)
FAX (312) 337-5985
EMAIL orders@ipgbook.com


